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ABSTRACT The formation of multimerized protein assemblies has emerged as a
core component of immune signal amplification, yet the biochemical basis of this
phenomenon remains unclear for many mammalian proteins within host defense
pathways. The interferon-inducible protein 16 (IFI16) is a viral DNA sensor that oli-
gomerizes upon binding to nuclear viral DNA and induces downstream antiviral re-
sponses. Here, we identify the pyrin domain (PYD) residues that mediate IFI16 oli-
gomerization in a charge-dependent manner. Based on structure modeling, these
residues are predicted to be surface exposed within distinct �-helices. By generating
oligomerization-deficient mutants, we demonstrate that IFI16 homotypic clustering is
necessary for its assembly onto parental viral genomes at the nuclear periphery
upon herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1) infection. Preventing oligomerization severely
hampered the capacity of IFI16 to induce antiviral cytokine expression, suppress viral
protein levels, and restrict viral progeny production. Restoring oligomerization via
residue-specific charge mimics partially rescued IFI16 antiviral roles. We show that
pyrin domains from PYHIN proteins are functionally interchangeable, facilitating co-
operative assembly with the IFI16 HINs, highlighting an inherent role for pyrin do-
mains in antiviral response. Using immunoaffinity purification and targeted mass
spectrometry, we establish that oligomerization promotes IFI16 interactions with
proteins involved in transcriptional regulation, including PAF1C, UBTF, and ND10
bodies. We further discover PAF1C as an HSV-1 restriction factor. Altogether, our
study uncovers intrinsic properties that govern IFI16 oligomerization, which serves as
a signal amplification platform to activate innate immune responses and to recruit
transcriptional regulatory proteins that suppress HSV-1 replication.

IMPORTANCE The ability of mammalian cells to detect the genomes of nuclear-
replicating viruses via cellular DNA sensors is fundamental to innate immunity. Re-
cently, mounting evidence is supporting the universal role of polymerization in
these host defense factors as a signal amplification strategy. Yet, what has remained
unclear are the intrinsic properties that govern their immune signal transmission.
Here, we uncover the biochemical basis for oligomerization of the nuclear DNA sen-
sor, IFI16. Upon infection with herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1) in human fibroblasts,
we characterize the contribution of IFI16 oligomerization to downstream protein in-
teractions and antiviral functions, including cytokine induction and suppression of
HSV-1 replication. Until now, the global characterization of oligomerization-
dependent protein interactions for an immune receptor has never been explored.
Our integrative quantitative proteomics, molecular CRISPR/Cas9-based assays, muta-
tional analyses, and confocal microscopy shed light on the dynamics of immune sig-
naling cascades activated against pathogens.
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The mammalian immune system consists of intrinsic and innate components, which
act immediately to hinder pathogen invasion by recognizing pathogen- and

danger-associated molecular patterns. Among this class of host defense factors is a
series of evolutionarily conserved sensors (1) that can detect non-self DNA, such as viral
genomes during an infection. Upon direct binding to viral genomes, DNA sensors
activate both shared and distinct downstream immune and cell-homeostatic signaling
cascades, which culminate in the production of proinflammatory cytokines, suppression
of virus replication and spread, and regulation of cell death pathways. Within the past
decade, several groups, including ours, have collectively characterized sensors that bind
DNA from nuclear-replicating viruses (reviewed in references 2 and 3). Of these, the
interferon-inducible protein 16 (IFI16) has emerged as a prominent DNA sensor of
herpesviruses, capable of recognizing viral DNA in the nuclei of infected cells (4–6).
Investigations have demonstrated that nuclear IFI16 has the capacity to contribute to
inducing antiviral cytokines, including type I interferons (IFN), and suppressing viral
gene expression (6–8).

Although IFI16 was shown to bind DNA of the herpesviruses herpes simplex virus 1
(HSV-1), human cytomegalovirus (HCMV), Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated herpesvirus
(KSHV), and Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), its signaling mechanisms to downstream cytokine-
inducing and gene silencing pathways are not fully characterized (5–10). Upon binding
viral DNA via its two C-terminal HIN200 domains (HIN), IFI16 promotes cytokine
expression by signaling to a central cytoplasmic axis in which the endoplasmic retic-
ulum (ER)-resident protein stimulator of interferon genes (STING) engages the serine/
threonine TANK-binding kinase 1 (TBK-1). Phosphorylated TBK-1 subsequently phos-
phorylates the interferon regulatory factor 3 (IRF3), inducing its dimerization and
nuclear translocation (11). Nuclear IRF3 binds to IFN regulatory response elements to
induce IFN-stimulated gene and cytokine expression. During HSV-1, KSHV, and EBV
infections, IFI16 was also shown to form supramolecular protein complexes, inflam-
masomes, which facilitate the maturation of the proinflammatory cytokines, interleukin
1� (IL-1�) and IL-18 (5, 10). Additionally, upon HSV-1 infection, IFI16 suppression of viral
gene expression was demonstrated to rely in part on facilitating heterochromatiniza-
tion of the viral genome (8, 13). However, the mechanisms through which IFI16 initiates
either immune signaling or repression of viral gene expression remain to be fully
understood.

An emerging unifying characteristic of IFI16-mediated immune pathways and other
DNA sensor signaling mechanisms is the formation of multimerized protein assemblies,
which serve as nucleation platforms to rapidly amplify immune signals. For example,
upon activation by DNA, IFI16 aggregation and filamentation have been well docu-
mented (5, 9, 13–19). This phenomenon relies upon a six �-helical pyrin domain (PYD)
at the N terminus of IFI16, which is canonically known to promote homotypic protein
interactions (2). Indeed, other PYD-containing proteins have been similarly observed to
self-cluster, including other members of the PYD- and HIN-containing PYHIN protein
family (i.e., AIM2, MNDA, and IFIX), and the inflammasome adaptor protein ASC (9,
20–22).

During nuclear DNA sensing in response to HSV-1 and HCMV infections, IFI16
oligomerization was shown to undergo distinct temporal phases, which likely represent
different steps of the antiviral response. During early stages of HSV-1 and HCMV
infections, the Everett group and our group observed rapid IFI16 puncta formation at
sites of nuclear viral genome deposition (12, 15), and we further demonstrated that the
IFI16 PYD was sufficient for this dynamic relocalization (12). A second stage of IFI16
oligomerization involves its localization to nucleoplasmic puncta containing ND10
nuclear bodies and viral replication compartments (12, 15). The relevance of IFI16
oligomerization in antiviral response was also emphasized by the identification of virus
immune evasion mechanisms. During HCMV infection, the viral tegument protein
pUL83 binds IFI16 (23) and inhibits PYD oligomerization (9). The IFI16 PYD is also
targeted by HSV-1, as the viral E3 ubiquitin ligase ICP0 was found to promote IFI16
degradation (7, 12, 17) by specifically targeting its PYD (12). Discovering this HSV-1
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immune evasion mechanism enabled investigations into IFI16 functions during active
immune signaling via infection with mutant virus strains lacking ICP0 E3 ubiquitin
ligase activity. These studies revealed that, when IFI16 is not targeted for degradation,
its oligomerization is further expanded into fiber-like filaments later in infection (13, 17).
Specifically, IFI16 filamentation was found in subsets of HSV-1 replication compart-
ments and shown to function in attenuating RNA polymerase II association with
progeny viral genomes, thereby restricting virus replication (13). Despite this knowl-
edge, how IFI16 dynamically mediates its assembly into functional units, consisting of
both early puncta and later-stage filaments, is not fully understood.

Here, we explore the intrinsic biochemical properties that promote IFI16 oligomer-
ization and their contribution to downstream antiviral functions. Using mutational
assays and microscopy, we uncoupled IFI16 oligomerization from its DNA binding
ability. We demonstrate that PYD-mediated homotypic clustering is necessary for
effective IFI16 assembly onto parental HSV-1 genomes at the nuclear periphery, sup-
pression of viral protein expression, and contribution to cytokine induction. We further
find that oligomerization dictates IFI16 interactions with proteins known for transcrip-
tion and chromatin modulation, including the upstream binding transcription factor
(UBTF) and the RNA polymerase II-associated factor 1 (PAF1) complex. Both UBTF and
PAF1 colocalize with oligomeric IFI16 at HSV-1 genomes, and we uncover that PAF1
restricts HSV-1 production. Altogether, our findings provide insights into the molecular
framework underlying the contributions of PYDs to protein cooperative assembly and
their roles as signal amplification platforms in mammalian immune pathways.

RESULTS
Intermolecular charge-charge associations drive IFI16 pyrin oligomerization.

To identify IFI16 PYD structural properties and residues that contribute to its oligomer-
ization, we compared the sequence homology of the IFI16 PYD with that of the
pyrin-containing protein ASC and the three other mammalian PYHIN proteins, IFIX,
AIM2, and MNDA (Fig. 1A). In a previous mutational screen, a series of ASC PYD residues
were observed to contribute to the formation of ASC filaments (24). We observed
conservation of several charged and hydrophobic regions across the PYDs of IFI16 and
ASC. A majority of the hydrophobic ASC residues were buried in the three-dimensional
core of the PYD, likely being involved in the proper structural folding of this domain.
Therefore, we focused on charged residues R23, K26, D44, D50, and D77 that we found
analogous in IFI16 (see Fig. S1A in the supplemental material).

As the three-dimensional structure of the IFI16 PYD is unknown, we mapped these
analogous charged IFI16 residues onto the known nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
structure of the ASC PYD (25) and observed that they reside in distinct �-helices and are
all solvent exposed (Fig. 1B). In considering the observed strong electrostatic dipole
moment within the ASC PYD (25), from this mapping, we hypothesized that charged,
solvent-exposed residues within the IFI16 PYD contribute to its oligomerization poten-
tial. Consistent with this, upon mapping the analogous five charged residues onto the
crystal structure of MNDA, we observed similar solvent exposure for each residue
(Fig. S1B). Therefore, we constructed plasmids harboring wild-type (WT) PYD or a series
of PYD mutants at the corresponding sites on IFI16 (R23, K26, D44, D50, and D77). All
constructs contained the PYD (WT or mutant), followed by the region containing the
nuclear localization signal (NLS), and were C-terminally tagged with monomeric green
fluorescent protein (GFP) (PYD-GFP). As expected, expression of WT PYD-GFP generated
aggregates in the nuclei of U2OS cells (Fig. 1C and D), suggesting the capacity to
self-cluster. Mutations of R23, K26, and D44 to alanine perturbed this aggregation,
resulting in a diffuse nuclear IFI16. Nucleolar enrichment was maintained in these
alanine mutants, consistent with the localization of inactive, endogenous full-length
IFI16 in cell types with predominant nuclear IFI16 (6, 7, 23, 26). Mutations of R23, K26,
and D44 to structural mimics (i.e., arginine or lysine to glutamine, and aspartate to
asparagine) similarly resulted in diffuse nuclear IFI16. However, charge mimic mutations
at these sites (i.e., R23K, K26R, and D44E) retained the ability of IFI16 to form nuclear
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aggregates. For a control, to further ensure that not all structural mimic mutations of
solvent-exposed sites inhibit aggregation, we also tested D50 and D77. D50N and D77N
mutants formed nuclear aggregates, similar to WT IFI16 PYD, indicating that these sites
may instead contribute to secondary and tertiary domain folding. These results suggest
that IFI16 clustering is mediated by specific charged PYD residues, which we predict are

FIG 1 Charged residues mediate homotypic IFI16 pyrin domain aggregation. (A) Schematic of IFI16 and alignment
of the PYDs of IFI16, ASC, IFIX, AIM2, and MNDA. Black bars represent the multipartite NLS. Alignment is colored
by hydrophobicity. Residues predicted to be surface exposed in IFI16 (blue asterisks) and residues predicted to
either impact or not impact IFI16 oligomerization (orange asterisks) are indicated. (B) NMR structure of ASC (PDB
accession no. 1UCP). Charged residues shown in blue and orange sticks were selected for follow-up experimen-
tation in IFI16. (C) Schematic of IFI16 PYD fusions to GFP. Black bars represent the NLS. Fluorescence microscopy
of IFI16 PYD-GFP, bearing the indicated point mutations at R23, K26, D44, D50, and D77, in U2OS cells transfected
for 24 h. Bars, 10 �m. (D) As in panel C, aggregation status was quantified in cells based on diffuse or aggregative
localization of PYD-GFP. See also Fig. S1 in the supplemental material.
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solvent exposed in inactive IFI16 monomers. When considering previous reports on
ASC, these findings further implicate that intermolecular charge-charge associations are
a fundamental organizing principle for pyrin-containing proteins.

Pyrin oligomerization mediates IFI16 association with parental HSV-1 genomes
and suppression of viral replication. Our finding of residues that support PYD
aggregation provided the means to further interrogate the contribution of IFI16
self-clustering to its antiviral roles. As mentioned above, upon infection with herpes-
viruses, the IFI16 association with viral DNA is dynamic and temporally regulated (6, 7,
9, 12, 15, 27, 28). An initial, rapid association occurs at the nuclear periphery, where
IFI16 binds to parental virus genomes being deposited into the nucleus. As we
previously demonstrated that the PYD is sufficient for IFI16 relocalization to this
punctate localization (12), we now asked whether PYD aggregation ability is necessary
for this enrichment to incoming nuclear viral DNA during infection. We constructed
full-length IFI16-GFP plasmids containing each PYD mutation at R23, K26, and D44, and
inducibly expressed them in FlpIn 293s. These cells lack detectable levels of endoge-
nous IFI16, thereby providing the ability to specifically monitor the impact of the
generated mutants. Additionally, inducible expression avoids long-term exogenous
IFI16 expression that can result in aggregation even in the absence of DNA substrates.

We first monitored IFI16 association with HSV-1 genomes in newly infected cells at
the leading edges of a developing plaque. As WT HSV-1 targets IFI16 for degradation
(7, 12, 15, 17), we infected cells with a recombinant HSV-1 strain incapable of inducing
effective IFI16 degradation, ICP0-RF. ICP0-RF has mutations in the ring finger domain of
the immediate early viral protein ICP0, thereby lacking its E3 ubiquitin ligase function
(29). As expected, WT IFI16 was enriched in puncta asymmetrically at the inner nuclear
periphery and colocalized with ICP4, a marker for early viral replication compartments
(Fig. 2A; larger field developing plaque images shown in Fig. S2A). Alanine and
structural mimic mutants were incapable of forming puncta, whereas charge mimics
recapitulated WT IFI16 localization (Fig. 2A and Fig. S2B).

Downstream of viral genome binding, IFI16 inhibits viral protein production, a
function that requires both its PYD and HIN domains (12). Therefore, we next assessed
the capacity of the aggregation mutants to suppress viral protein levels. Supporting
their diminished association with incoming viral DNA, alanine mutants failed to atten-
uate expression of the HSV-1 immediate early protein ICP27 and early protein ICP8
upon ICP0-RF infection (Fig. 2B and Fig. S2C). We then compared the relative contri-
butions of IFI16 aggregation and DNA binding to its restriction of HSV-1. To accomplish
this, we generated mutations in each HIN domain (HIN-A and HIN-B) of the full-length
IFI16, which are mutations known to hamper IFI16 DNA binding (30, 31). The HIN-A
mutant contained three sequential mutations to alanine (R370A, K371A, and K372A),
whereas the HIN-B mutant contained four mutations across the domain (K571A, K676A,
K678A, and K703A) (Fig. S2D). When comparing these DNA binding-deficient mutants
to the aggregation-deficient mutants during infection with ICP0-RF virus, the loss of
aggregation resulted in a more pronounced rescue of ICP8 protein levels than either of
the DNA binding mutants (6.5-fold versus 3.3-fold relative to WT IFI16, respectively),
suggesting a more severe loss in IFI16 antiviral activity (Fig. 2B and C).

To further assess the downstream consequences of IFI16 aggregation, we next
focused on the R23 series of mutants because the charge mimic (R23K) most closely
phenotypically resembled WT PYD aggregation (Fig. 1C). Additionally, we observed a
significantly lower basal expression level for the K26 alanine mutant (Fig. S2C), sug-
gesting that this highly conserved residue may be primarily structurally important, as
opposed to playing a dynamic IFI16 regulatory function. Upon infection with ICP0-RF,
expression of the R23K mutant partially rescued both the suppression of viral protein
levels (Fig. 2D) and virus production (Fig. 2E), relative to R23A and R23Q IFI16. Next, we
assessed the impact of these oligomerization-deficient and -capable mutants on the
ability of IFI16 to induce cytokine expression. We chose to reconstitute a cytokine
signaling axis by coexpressing the IFI16 constructs with STING in HEK293T cells
(HEK293Ts). We chose these cells because they contain low to undetectable levels of
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endogenous IFI16 and STING. We confirmed equivalent levels of transfected IFI16
constructs, as well as of STING levels in these cells (Fig. S2E). To confirm IFI16
self-clustering in this context, we conducted a biochemical assay by cross-linking cell
lysates and assessing the presence of high-molecular-weight IFI16 oligomers versus

FIG 2 Oligomerization is required for IFI16 association with HSV-1 genomes and downstream antiviral functions.
(A) Immunofluorescence microscopy of full-length IFI16-GFP, bearing mutations at R23, and ICP4. HEK293 FlpIn
cells inducibly expressing the indicated IFI16-GFP fusions were infected with ICP0-RF HSV-1 for 24 h (multiplicity of
infection [MOI] of 0.5). Representative cells are shown at the edge of a developing plaque. Bars, 5 �m. (B) Western
blots of HEK293 FlpIn cells expressing the indicated IFI16-GFP fusions that affect its oligomerization state were
infected with HSV-1 for 12 h (MOI of 1). Densitometry analyses of ICP8 and ICP27 are indicated relative to the GFP
control and normalized to tubulin levels. (C) As in panel B with cells expressing IFI16-GFP bearing HIN mutations.
(D) As in panel B with cells expressing IFI16-GFP bearing mutations at R23. (E) Progeny ICP0-RF HSV-1 titers (MOI
of 0.2) from infected HEK293 FlpIn cells expressing IFI16-GFP R23 mutants (n � 3). (F) Cytokine mRNA levels in
HEK293T cells cotransfected with STING and IFI16-GFP R23 mutants for 24 h. Abundances were normalized to
�-actin. Values are means � standard errors of the means (SEM) (error bars) (n � 3). Values that are significantly
different (P � 0.05) from those of the control by Student’s t test are indicated by a bar and asterisk. See also Fig. S2.
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monomeric IFI16-GFP (Fig. S2F). As expected, we observed smears of WT and R23K
IFI16-GFP at high molecular weights and did not observe any monomeric IFI16-GFP
signal, which is shown in the non-cross-linked lysates. In R23A and R23Q lysates, while
we observed some high-molecular-weight smears of IFI16-GFP, we also saw a strong
band of monomeric IFI16-GFP, indicating ineffective self-clustering in a portion of these
cells. Upon assessment of cytokines, the R23K mutant rescued the induction of ifn-�
and isg54 expression compared to the A and Q mutants (Fig. 2F). Consistent with these
findings, we observed that only the cells expressing WT and R23K IFI16 exhibited IFI16
aggregation and an increased subset of perinuclear-enriched STING, which may corre-
spond to enhanced STING dimerization (Fig. S2G). Altogether, these observations
substantiate that nuclear IFI16 enrichment at incoming viral DNA requires PYD oli-
gomerization and suggest that self-clustering serves as a nucleating activation signal
for downstream antiviral immune responses.

Pyrin domains from PYHIN proteins are functionally interchangeable, suggest-
ing an inherent role for pyrin domains in antiviral response. Pyrin-containing
proteins in mammalian cells possess various degrees of phenotypic oligomerization (9,
14, 32). For example, we previously reported significant propensities for the PYDs of
IFI16 and IFIX to form aggregative clusters, for that of AIM2 to form fibrous filaments,
and for that of MNDA to poorly oligomerize (9). Therefore, we asked whether the IFI16
PYD can be functionally replaced by other PYDs with distinct aggregation capacities.
We generated chimeric PYHIN proteins tagged with GFP by fusing the IFI16 DNA
binding domains (HIN) to the PYD of AIM2, MNDA, and IFIX (Fig. 3A). Via expression in
U2OS cells infected with ICP0-RF, cells at the edge of a developing plaque (i.e., newly
infected) displayed asymmetric WT IFI16-GFP puncta at the nuclear periphery (Fig. 3B).
All chimera constructs were similarly capable of forming polymerized puncta, whereas
expression of the IFI16 DNA binding domains alone, HIN-GFP, could not. In agreement
with this observation, cross-linking of cell lysates resulted in the appearance of high-
molecular-weight oligomers and the disappearance of monomeric IFI16-GFP for cells
expressing either WT IFI16-GFP or each chimera (Fig. 3C). We further showed that WT
IFI16 and each chimera construct could suppress viral protein levels during ICP0-RF
infection (Fig. 3D). For WT and each chimera, we additionally observed increased
phosphorylation levels for IRF3 (at S386) and TBK-1 (at S172), markers of active immune
signaling, relative to those in cells expressing the HIN domains alone. These findings are
in agreement with the report of a yeast prion domain successfully replacing the PYD of
the RNA sensor MAVS, as well as ASC (32), and further point to a previously unrecog-
nized ability for all PYHIN pyrin domains to contribute to the suppression of herpesvirus
protein production. Taken together, these data implicate the necessity of a polymer-
izing domain to function cooperatively with the DNA binding domain(s) within PYHIN
proteins to activate immune responses.

IFI16 oligomerization state promotes interactions with transcriptional modu-
lators during HSV-1 infection. A fundamental question brought forward by our
findings is how oligomerization can contribute to IFI16-mediated antiviral response.
Our identification of IFI16 PYD mutants that can either retain or lose association with
incoming viral genomes provided us with the tools to decipher which protein inter-
actions are specifically promoted by IFI16 oligomerization. We expressed IFI16 PYD
R23Q or R23K GFP-tagged constructs in HEK293Ts. Cells were infected with ICP0-RF and
harvested at 6 h post-infection (hpi), when expression of cytokines during HSV-1
infection was shown to be increased (7). We conducted immunoaffinity purifications
(IPs) via the GFP tag and analyzed interactions (in biological duplicates) by tandem
mass spectrometry (MS) (nanoscale liquid chromatography coupled to tandem mass
spectrometry [nLC-MS/MS]) on a Q Exactive HF hybrid quadrupole Orbitrap mass
spectrometer (Fig. 4A). Parallel control isolations in infected cells expressing GFP alone
allowed the use of the computational program “significance analysis of interactome”
(SAINT) (33, 50) for assessing the specificity of interactions. To further increase the
stringency of the analysis, these associations were subsequently filtered by comparison
with the CRAPome database (34) to remove proteins frequently observed in control
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isolations. The protein interactions that passed these specificity filters with either of our
baits (R23Q or R23K) (see Tables S1 and S2 in the supplemental material) were placed
within a functional interaction network (Fig. 4B). In agreement with our previous
interaction studies of wild-type IFI16 (12, 17, 26) and known IFI16 regulatory roles, the

FIG 3 Alternative PYDs can functionally replace that of IFI16 to engage IFI16-mediated antiviral activity during
HSV-1 infection. (A) Schematics of the PYHIN proteins IFI16, AIM2, IFIX, and MNDA and the generated chimera
fusions to GFP. The PYD of IFI16 was swapped with that of the other PYHIN proteins. (B) Immunofluorescence
microscopy of GFP and ICP4 in HEK293T cells transfected with the indicated chimera-GFP constructs. Cells were
transfected and subsequently infected with ICP0-RF HSV-1 for 24 h (MOI of 0.5). Representative cells are shown at
the edge of a developing plaque. Bars, 5 �m. (C) Western blots of HEK293Ts transfected with the indicated
chimera-GFP constructs. Separate cell samples were both cross-linked and kept non-cross-linked for analysis. (D)
Western blots of cells as in panel B infected with ICP0-RF HSV-1 for 12 h (MOI of 1). Densitometry analyses of
phospho-TBK-1 and phospho-IRF3 are indicated relative to the HIN-GFP control and normalized to tubulin levels.
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FIG 4 IFI16 oligomerization state dictates its interactions with transcription regulatory proteins during HSV-1 infection. (A) IP-MS/MS workflow
to characterize IFI16 oligomerization-dependent protein interactions in HEK293Ts with or without ICP0-RF HSV-1 infection (6 hpi, MOI of 10, n � 2)
(orange circles in cells represent viral capsids docked at the nucleus, green circles represent oligomerized IFI16 puncta at the nuclear periphery).
Cells were transfected with either GFP or IFI16-GFP constructs (WT, oligomerization-competent R23K, oligomerization-deficient R23Q). Validation
experiments were performed using targeted MS/MS (PRM) in CRISPR-HFFs that lacked endogenous IFI16 and stably expressed CRISPR-resistant

(Continued on next page)
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identified associations included proteins involved in transcriptional regulation, such as
in gene expression control and ribosome regulation.

We next measured the relative enrichment of associations between structure and
charge mimics of IFI16 PYD. To identify protein interactions enhanced by oligomeriza-
tion, we focused our analysis on proteins specifically enriched with R23K relative to
R23Q (Fig. 4B, yellow nodes). The interactions most highly enriched with oligomeric
IFI16 were the upstream binding transcription factor (UBTF), members of two protein
complexes—the RNA polymerase II-associated factor 1 (PAF1) complex and the Five
Friends of Methylated Chtop (5FMC) complex, as well as the zinc finger CCCH domain-
containing protein 18 (ZC3H18).

Bringing confidence to these associations, these proteins were also identified in our
previous interaction studies of endogenous IFI16 or GFP-tagged WT IFI16 in fibroblasts
(12, 17, 26). Therefore, we next aimed to confirm that these associations are also
enriched with oligomeric IFI16 in primary human fibroblasts (HFFs). We generated
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated knockouts of IFI16 in HFFs as described previously (12), as well
as CRISPR-resistant forms of full-length WT IFI16-GFP or IFI16-GFP bearing the R23K and
R23Q mutations. Upon stable expression of these CRISPR-resistant forms, we conducted
GFP IPs in ICP0-RF-infected HFFs at 6 hpi. Next, we designed a quantitative targeted MS
approach, based on parallel-reaction monitoring (PRM), to quantify levels of proteo-
typic peptides unique to each protein of interest (Fig. 4A and Table S3).

Our study of HEK293Ts pointed to UBTF as one of the two most enriched associa-
tions with oligomeric IFI16. In agreement with the HEK293T data, in HFFs, UBTF has
enriched associations with R23K and WT IFI16 compared to R23Q IFI16 (Fig. 4C). This
preferred association with oligomeric IFI16 may be connected to the transcriptional
regulatory functions of UBTF. Like IFI16, UBTF is also known to localize to HSV-1
replication compartments and to restrict viral replication (35). By confocal microscopy,
we confirmed that endogenous IFI16 and UBTF colocalize in fibroblasts during mock
infection and early HSV-1 infection (Fig. 4D and Fig. S3). The infected cells displayed
colocalization of UBTF and IFI16 with ICP4 at sites of HSV-1 genome entry into the
nucleus. We next generated CRISPR/Cas9 knockouts of UBTF in HFFs (Fig. 4E) and
observed that loss of UBTF increased viral protein levels and progeny production upon
WT HSV-1 infection (Fig. 4E and F). These findings are consistent with previous
observations of the antiviral impact of UBTF on HSV-1 replication in HeLa cells (35).

Among proteins implicated in transcriptional repression of virus replication, we
previously characterized an association between IFI16 and components of nuclear
domain 10 (ND10) bodies (12, 17, 26). ND10 body proteins, including PML and DAXX,
are reported to have gene silencing roles. For example, DAXX induces a transcription-
ally inactive chromatin state around the major immediate early promoter of the HCMV
genome via histone deacetylase action (36). Knockdown of PML in fibroblasts was
shown to increase HSV-1 and HCMV titers, recapitulating the phenotype of cells with
decreased IFI16 (26, 37). Given these antiviral functions, we also probed whether IFI16
oligomerization contributes to its association with ND10 bodies. Yet, our previous IFI16
IP-MS data sets demonstrated cell type specificity for the IFI16-PML interaction, wherein
we observed this association in HFFs, but not in HEK293 FlpIns (12, 17, 26). Consistent

FIG 4 Legend (Continued)
IFI16 constructs (WT, R23K, and R23Q). In the HFF validations, the same ICP0-RF infection conditions were maintained. (B) Specificity-filtered IFI16
interactions were assembled into an interaction network via Cytoscape, categorized by Gene Ontology (GO) analysis. Gray lines indicate known
interactions with other proteins as assessed in the Reactome database. Node colors represent relative MS1 protein abundances enriched with
either R23K IFI16 (yellow) or R23Q IFI16 (blue). (C) Targeted PRM analysis of IFI16 oligomerization-dependent interactions with UBTF in HFFs stably
expressing IFI16-GFP constructs as in panel A. Representative peptide values for each protein are relative to those of the WT IFI16 IP and
normalized by average IFI16 abundance during ICP0-RF HSV-1 infection (6 hpi, MOI of 10). Values are means � SEM (error bars) across peptides.
Statistically significant differences were determined by one-tailed, paired Student’s t test (*, P � 0.05). (D) Immunofluorescence microscopy of IFI16
and UBTF in HFFs either mock infected or infected with WT HSV-1 at 1 hpi (MOI of 10). Bars, 5 �m. (E) Western blot of ICP8 and ICP27 in CRISPR
HFFs (Scrambled and UBTF) infected with WT HSV-1 at 8 hpi (MOI of 1). (F) Progeny virus titers from CRISPR HFFs (Scrambled and UBTF) infected
with WT HSV-1 at 0, 6, 9, 24, and 48 hpi (MOI of 0.2; n � 3). Statistically significant differences were determined by unpaired Student’s t test (*,
P � 0.05). (G) As in panel C, upon assessment of representative peptides for ND10 body components (PML and DAXX). See also Fig. S3 and Tables
S1 to S3.
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with these findings, we did not identify ND10 components in our current HEK293T
interaction network (Fig. 4B). Therefore, to assess this interaction in fibroblasts, we used
our CRISPR-resistant IFI16-GFP constructs in HFFs lacking endogenous IFI16, followed
by IP of IFI16-GFP and PRM quantification of ND10 components. We observed an
enrichment for both PML and DAXX with the oligomerization-capable R23K mutant
relative to R23Q (Fig. 4G). Altogether, our work identified oligomerization-specific IFI16
interactions with several known antiviral and transcription-regulatory proteins, high-
lighting the importance of self-clustering for proper protein localization and function.

PAF1 interacts with oligomerization-competent IFI16 and represses ICP0-RF
HSV-1 progeny production. In addition to UBTF, the other most enriched association
of the IFI16 R23K mutant was with the PAF1 complex (Fig. 4B). The known core
members of the complex, i.e., PAF1, CTR9, CDC73, LEO1, and WDR61 (38, 39), were
found present as specific IFI16 interactions in the IP-MS data set and enriched with
R23K in comparison to R23Q. Aside from its namesake in enhancing RNA polymerase
II transcription elongation, PAF1C has also been shown to facilitate transcriptionally
repressive H3 methylation in yeast (40). Consistent with this, PAF1C was observed to
mediate H3K9 trimethylation in acute myeloid leukemia cells via interactions with the
H3K9 methyltransferase, SETDB1 (41). In a small interfering RNA (siRNA) screen of
cellular proteins infected with human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1), PAF1C
components (PAF1, CTR9, and RTF1), as well as SETDB1 were shown to restrict repli-
cation of the retrovirus HIV-1. PAF1C was also shown to inhibit other retroviruses, HIV-2
and simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) infections (42).

Given the IFI16-PAF1C interaction and the known roles for IFI16 in chromatin
modulation of the HSV-1 genome (8, 13), we hypothesized that PAF1C may also act as
an HSV-1 restriction factor. To explore this possibility, we first confirmed the relative
enrichment of PAF1, CDC73, and CTR9 with oligomerization-capable R23K, relative to
oligomerization-deficient R23Q, in our CRISPR/IFI16 HFF system via IP and PRM (Fig. 5A).
We were unable to detect reliable proteotypic peptides for LEO1. Yet, confirming our
results from HEK293Ts, the remaining three PAF1C members reflected enriched asso-
ciations with R23K relative to R23Q. The levels of the interacting partners are repre-
sented following normalization to their levels in the IP of the WT IFI16; therefore, a
value of one indicates no change in interaction when comparing a mutant to WT IFI16.
As expected for R23K, no significant differences were observed for PAF1 and CTR9
associations compared to WT. However, these associations were reduced for R23Q
compared to either WT or R23K. CDC73 had decreased association with R23K compared
to WT IFI16; yet, this association was almost lost for R23Q. Altogether, when comparing
R23K and R23Q, all these decreases in associations observed for R23Q were significant.
We further confirmed the colocalization of endogenous IFI16 and PAF1, the main
component of the PAF1C, during ICP0-RF infection (Fig. 5B). From this, we observed that
the site of colocalization appeared asymmetric at the nuclear periphery, suggesting
possible association of both proteins with incoming HSV-1 genomes. To explore this,
we assessed the colocalization of PAF1 and ICP4 at early stages of infection (1 and 6
hpi), when we and others previously observed HSV-1 genome deposition into the
nucleus and the presence of viral replication compartments (12, 13, 17). We found that
PAF1 colocalized with ICP4 at both infection stages, implicating PAF1 with both
parental and progeny HSV-1 genomes (Fig. 5C). Next, we asked whether IFI16 promotes
PAF1 association with viral genomes by monitoring PAF1 localization in CRISPR HFFs
that lack IFI16 expression. We observed a decrease in PAF1 enrichment with ICP4 at the
nuclear periphery in the absence of IFI16 (with approximately 25% of cells displaying
decreased colocalization; Fig. 5D). In contrast, in CRISPR-control HFFs, both IFI16 and
PAF1 consistently colocalized with each other and with ICP4 at the edge of a devel-
oping plaque. The absence of IFI16 did not affect PAF1 protein levels, suggesting that
reduced PAF1 colocalization with ICP4 was not driven by a change in protein abun-
dance (Fig. S4A).

Our finding that PAF1 colocalizes with viral genome compartments prompted us to
assess whether PAF1 impacts HSV-1 replication. Upon siRNA-mediated knockdown of
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FIG 5 PAF1 interacts with oligomerized IFI16 and colocalizes with ICP4 to restrict HSV-1 replication. (A) Targeted
PRM analysis of IFI16 oligomerization-dependent interactions with PAF1C components (PAF1, CDC73, and CTR9) in
HFFs stably expressing IFI16-GFP constructs (WT, R23K, and R23Q) or free GFP. Representative peptide values for
each protein are relative to those of the WT IFI16 IP and normalized by average IFI16 abundance during ICP0-RF
HSV-1 infection (6 hpi, MOI of 10). Values are means � SEM (error bars) across peptides. Statistically significant
differences were determined by one-tailed, paired Student’s t test (*, P � 0.05; **, P � 0.005). (B) Immunofluores-
cence microscopy of IFI16 and PAF1 in HFFs infected with ICP0-RF HSV-1 at 3 hpi (MOI of 10). Bar, 10 �m. (C)
Immunofluorescence microscopy of PAF1 and ICP4 in HFFs that were either mock infected or infected with ICP0-RF
HSV-1 at 1 hpi and 6 hpi (MOI of 10). Bars, 10 �m. (D, top) Immunofluorescence microscopy of IFI16, PAF1, and ICP4
in CRISPR HFFs (Scrambled and IFI16) infected with ICP0-RF HSV-1 at 24 hpi (MOI of 0.2). Representative cells are
shown at the edge of a developing plaque. Bars, 10 �m. (Bottom) The percentages of cells exhibiting colocalizing
ICP4 and PAF1 in cells displaying nuclear, asymmetric ICP4 were quantified. (E) Western blot of PAF1 in
siRNA-treated HFFs (Control and PAF1) that were either mock infected or infected with ICP0-RF HSV-1 (MOI of 10,
6 hpi). (F) Progeny virus titers in siRNA-treated HFFs as in panel E, infected with ICP0-RF HSV-1 (MOI of 0.2).
Statistically significant differences were determined by one-tailed, unpaired Student’s t test (P � 0.05). (G) Viral
gene mRNA levels in siRNA-treated HFFs infected with ICP0-RF HSV-1 (MOI of 0.5) at 8 hpi. Values are means � SEM
(n � 3). Statistically significant differences were determined by one-tailed, unpaired Student’s t test (*, P � 0.05; **,
P � 0.01). See also Fig. S4 and Table S3.
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PAF1 (Fig. 5E) and HSV-1 infection, we observed increased viral progeny production
(Fig. 5F and Fig. S4B). We further tested the impact of PAF1 on HSV-1 gene expression
from each temporal class (icp4, immediate early gene; ul23, early gene; ul48, late gene;
Fig. 5G). In comparison to control siRNA cells, siRNA-PAF1 cells exhibited no change in
icp4 mRNA, a partial increase in ul23 mRNA, and a significant increase in ul48 mRNA
levels. In agreement, ICP0 protein levels were unchanged upon PAF1 knockdown
(Fig. S4C). Altogether, our results uncover that IFI16 and PAF1 colocalize with HSV-1
genomes and that PAF1 may restrict HSV-1 production by affecting late viral gene
expression.

Concluding remarks. The ability of DNA sensors to bind pathogen-derived DNA

and immediately amplify immune signals is essential for efficient restriction of patho-
gen replication and spread. In recent years, mounting evidence is supporting the
universal prevalence of polymerization in these innate host defense factors as a signal
amplification platform. Yet, what has remained unclear are the intrinsic properties of
most DNA sensors that govern their activation and immune signal transmission. In this
study, we explored the biochemistry of nuclear IFI16 oligomerization and its impact on
downstream immune response functions against nuclear-replicating HSV-1. On the
basis of our findings, we propose that upon binding to HSV-1 DNA deposited into the
nucleus, IFI16 PYDs facilitate dynamic, local clustering of IFI16-DNA complexes into
puncta via intermolecular associations between surface-exposed charged residues. We
expect that these residues mediate both IFI16 punctum formation at the nuclear
periphery early in infection and the later filamentation at viral replication compart-
ments. These oligomeric activities further promote the downstream suppression of
HSV-1 protein levels and replication, as well as contributions to antiviral cytokine
expression.

Our results suggest that mammalian PYDs can serve as distinct functional units and
have at least one conserved capacity to engage in cooperative assembly with
C-terminal DNA binding HIN domains. In support of this, Gray et al. reported that a
chimeric construct containing the AIM2 PYD and IFI16 HINs induced canonical AIM2-
specific pyroptotic cell death to an extent similar to that of WT AIM2 (43). Yet, chimeras
of the AIM2 PYD with either the MNDA or IFIX HINs poorly induced cell death.
Considering that we previously showed that IFIX binds interferon-stimulating dsDNA
and HSV-1 genomes (26, 44), these results suggest that AIM2 PYD-mediated activity
requires a threshold of dsDNA binding affinity that was not achieved by either the
MNDA or IFIX HINs. Furthermore, our study demonstrates that the respective PYDs
remain capable of conferring IFI16-specific functions when associated with active IFI16
HINs. Accounts in the literature of PYD-only proteins having distinct roles, such as
inhibition of inflammasomes (45–47), further reinforce these interpretations.

From our explorations into IFI16 protein interactions, we identified several
oligomerization-promoted associations, including with the 5FMC complex, ND10 body
components, UBTF, and PAF1C. These IFI16 associations are possibly functionally
related to the known transcriptional roles of these complexes. Knockdown of PELP1 or
SENP3 was reported to decrease HSV-1 titers (44), and PELP1 was found enriched with
chromatin during HSV-1 infection at 8 hpi relative to mock infection (48). These data
implicate a transcription-activating capacity for the 5FMC at HSV-1 genomes in repli-
cation compartments. The IFI16 association with ND10 body components is also an area
of active research. Most recently, it was reported that IFI16 recruits ND10 components
(e.g., PML, Sp100, ATRX) to HSV-1 DNA for virus restriction (13). Our lab previously
observed that depletion of PML isoform I via CRISPR did not impact cytokine produc-
tion (12). These findings suggest that the IFI16-ND10 association is perhaps functionally
important for restricting HSV-1 replication, rather than cytokine production. Yet, others
report that ND10 body association with incoming HSV-1 genomes and viral restriction
is independent of IFI16 in the absence of ICP0 (49). As such, future experimentation is
required to explore these interactions.
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Our study further uncovered PAF1 as a likely virus restriction factor during HSV-1
infection. Considering that both UBTF and PAF1C consist of proteins that increase virus
titers when knocked down in cells, it is possible that these IFI16 interactions may act in
concert to transcriptionally repress viral gene expression. Our additional observation
that in a subset of infected cells lacking IFI16, PAF1 did not colocalize with ICP4 at the
edge of developing plaques suggests several possibilities. One explanation is that PAF1
can localize to viral genomes, which is aided by an initial IFI16-DNA association but
does not require or is not recruited by IFI16. Another possibility is that coordination
between IFI16 and PAF1C exists to repress viral replication in an accessory fashion with
one another. Alternatively, in the absence of IFI16, the kinetics of the global host
antiviral response may be delayed such that lytic replication progresses faster than
under control conditions. Additionally, this assay inherently generates cells at different
stages of infection, which must be acknowledged with caution when interpreting
results. Considering that the dynamics of PAF1 localization during HSV-1 infection have
yet to be studied, future live time-lapse microscopy experiments will be of great value
to determine the relationship of PAF1, IFI16, and HSV-1 restriction.

Taken together, our work provides support for the notion that oligomerization is a
conserved and critical strategy used to amplify immune signaling in innate immune
receptors, helping to shape the outcome of pathogen infection. We envision that
understanding the basis for oligomerization in immune proteins will be critical for
developing immunotherapies and antiviral therapeutics, as well as disaggregase treat-
ments for autoimmune diseases associated with interferonopathies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Complete descriptions of the materials and methods are provided in Text S1 in the supplemental material.
Cell line construction, transfections, and lentivirus. To generate cell lines, lentiviruses (pLEX-MCS and

LentiCRISPRv2) were prepared according to protocols from the RNA interference (RNAi) Consortium. For
CRISPR, candidate 20-bp guide RNA sequences were designed (as in http://crispr.mit.edu/) and delivered
using the LentiCRISPRv2 vector (50) (Addgene plasmid 52961) from Feng Zhang. Lentiviruses were generated
in and harvested from HEK293T cells: packaging vectors psPAX2 and pMD2.G (VSV-G) were cotransfected with
a lentiviral transfer vector using XtremeGENE HP transfection reagent (Roche Diagnostics).

Fluorescence imaging. For immunofluorescence imaging, fixed and permeabilized cells were
sequentially probed with primary antibody and Alexa Fluor fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibody
(Life Technologies). Microscopy was performed using a Leica TC SP5 confocal microscope (Leica Micro-
systems) and an inverted fluorescence confocal microscope (Nikon Ti-E) equipped with a Yokogawa
spinning disc (CSU-21) and digital camera (Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash TuCam).

IFI16-GFP IP and identification of interactions by MS. IFI16-GFP immunoaffinity purifications (IPs)
were carried out using GFP-Trap_MA GFP antibody-coupled magnetic beads (Chromotek). IP eluates
were trypsinized in suspension trapping columns (S-Trap; Protifi). Resulting peptides were analyzed by
nLC-MS/MS with a Q Exactive HF Hybrid Quadrupole Orbitrap instrument (Thermo Fisher Scientific) using
data-dependent acquisition (DDA) or parallel-reaction monitoring (PRM) modes. MS/MS spectra were
analyzed by Proteome Discoverer v2.2 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). MS spectra were searched using the
Sequest HT algorithm against a UniProt human database containing herpesvirus sequences and common
contaminants. Identified proteins were filtered for specificity with the Significance Analysis of INTerac-
tome express (SAINTexpress) algorithm (33, 51) using MS1 intensity values with a cutoff score of 0.80 (see
Table S1 in the supplemental material). Then, proteins were cross-referenced against the CRAPome
repository (34) to further filter for specific interactions; proteins appearing in �20% of control experi-
ments were removed (Table S2). Specificity-filtered proteins were used to generate an interaction
network using the Cytoscape software (v. 3.7.0) (52), and proteins were categorized by Gene Ontology.

PRM assays were designed and analyzed using the Skyline Daily software (53). Proteotypic peptides
for each protein of interest were selected, and the elution and fragmentation profiles were experimen-
tally determined for each targeted peptide (Table S3). Peptide abundance was quantified using the
summed area under the curve of three to five fragment ions per peptide.

Data availability. The MS proteomics data, including the MS raw files, have been deposited in the
ProteomeXchange Consortium repository via the PRIDE partner repository (54). The accession number for
the MS proteomic data is ProteomeXchange PXD014349. PRM data have been deposited into Panorama
Public (https://panoramaweb.org/90ay43.url).

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Supplemental material for this article may be found at https://doi.org/10.1128/mBio

.01428-19.
TEXT S1, DOCX file, 0.03 MB.
FIG S1, TIF file, 2.3 MB.
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FIG S2, TIF file, 0.7 MB.
FIG S3, TIF file, 2.7 MB.
FIG S4, TIF file, 0.1 MB.
TABLE S1, XLSX file, 0.04 MB.
TABLE S2, XLSX file, 0.02 MB.
TABLE S3, XLSX file, 0.01 MB.
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